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We have measured the thermal conductance, G , of �1 �m thick low stress silicon nitride
membranes over the temperature range, 0.06�T�6 K, as a function of surface condition. For
T�4 K, G is independent of surface condition indicating that the thermal transport is determined
by bulk scattering. For T�4 K, scattering from membrane surfaces becomes significant.
Membranes which have submicron sized Ag particles glued to the surface or are micromachined
into narrow strips have a G that is reduced by a factor as large as 5 compared with that of clean,
solid membranes with the same ratio of cross section to length. © 1998 American Institute of
Physics. �S0003-6951�98�02318-3�

Low stress silicon nitride �Si–N� membranes are being
used in a variety of devices at or below liquid helium tem-
peratures. These include bolometric millimeter-wave
detectors1–3 used for ground based and balloon borne astro-
nomical telescopes and proposed for the space astronomy
missions FIRST and Planck. Other applications include x-ray
calorimeters,4 tunnel junction refrigerators,5,6 superfluid he-
lium devices,7 and microcalorimeters.8 The thermal conduc-
tance, G , of the Si–N membrane is a critical design param-
eter for many of these applications, but is difficult to measure
because it is usually very small.

In crystalline insulators at high temperatures, values of
the phonon mean free path, l eff�3�/cvs , are very short
and limited primarily by Umklapp processes. Here � is the
thermal conductivity, c is the specific heat per unit volume,
and vs is the average sound speed. At temperatures lower
than �20 K, Umklapp processes decrease dramatically and
impurity or dislocation scattering dominates. In amorphous
materials, such as low stress Si–N membranes, l eff is ap-
proximately a lattice spacing at high temperatures and is lim-
ited by scattering from disorder. In both crystalline and
amorphous materials, the dominant phonon wavelengths,
�d 	1/T , increase with decreasing temperature. Therefore,
scattering becomes less effective at very low temperatures
and l eff increases. At sufficiently low temperatures,
l eff can exceed sample dimensions, so phonon surface scat-
tering is important.

A model analogous to radiative transfer between two
blackbodies has been used to describe thermal transport in
the surface scattering limit in crystalline dielectric samples a
few millimeters9,10 to a few microns in thickness.11,12 The
heat flow can be written G�4
AT3� , where A is the cross
sectional area of the membrane perpendicular to the direction
of heat flow and 
�� i(5kB

4 /15h3v i
2)�15.7 mW/cm2 K4

is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant obtained by summing over
the two transverse and one longitudinal acoustic modes
which have sound speeds of v t�6.2�105 and v l�10.3
�105 cm/s, respectively, in similar Si–N membranes.13 The
numerical factor ��1 gives the reduction in G due to diffuse
surface scattering. An upper limit to G is obtained for the
case of specular surface scattering where ��1. A lower
limit, known as the Casimir limit, is obtained for the case of
complete diffuse surface scattering.14,15 Phonons hitting the
sample surface are assumed to scatter into all solid angles.
For the case of wafers of crystalline insulators in the surface
scattering limit, a reduction of G has been observed when the
surface was damaged or when a thin film was deposited on
the surface.9,10 In this paper, we use these ideas to under-
stand data on the thermal conductance of amorphous Si–N
membranes.8

Our experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The
ring of membrane with width �R�200 �m is defined by 1
�m thick metal �Pt or Au� films which are essentially iso-
thermal. The central disk of radius R is equipped with a
heater and a thermometer which are 240 �m cubes of neu-
tron transmutation doped �NTD� Ge with ion implanted and
metallized contacts.16 Low thermal conductance leads are
made from commercial17 25 �m diameter Cu clad Nb–Ti
superconducting wire attached to the NTD Ge with Ag filled
epoxy.18 The Cu cladding was removed by etching over a
5 mm central segment of each lead. Graphite fibers19 were
used for some early experiments, but were inconvenient be-
cause of their high electrical resistance. A commercial Ge
thermometer20 in good thermal contact with the outer metal
film was used to measure its temperature and also to calibrate
the NTD Ge thermometer. The temperature dependence of
the NTD Ge is in excellent agreement with the dependence
R�R0 exp(�T0 /T) expected for phonon assisted variable
range hopping. Thermometers with R0 , T0 of 12� , 52 K
and 7� , 21 K proved useful for our temperature range. Both
the thermometer and the heater were current biased. The
voltages were read out with differential source follower cir-
cuits, each using an InterFET NJ132 JFET cooled to 120 K
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for reduced noise. The thermometer, lead, and readout tech-
niques used here were adapted from conventional infrared
bolometer technology.21

The precision and reproducibility of our measurements
of the membrane thermal conductance G was repeatedly
checked and found to be better than 5%. Absolute accuracy
of the same level was obtained by choosing an experimental
configuration where the membrane G is large compared to
the parallel conductance of the leads and small compared to
all series conductances. The thermal conductance, Gl , of the
leads was measured by completely removing the ring of
membrane leaving the center metallized disk supported only
by the leads. The measured values of Gl are in agreement
with published values for Nb–Ti.22 Corrections to the raw G
measurements of �15% were made at the lowest tempera-
tures where Gl becomes significant. The thermal conduc-
tances of the metal films were obtained from the
Wiedemann–Franz law and measurements of the low tem-
perature resistance of witness samples. Thermal gradients in
the films were just significant at 6 K so no corrections were
required. The gradients due to the electron-phonon coupling
in the metal are very small in our samples.23 Heat is trans-
ferred between the metal and the membrane over a strip of
width ��G/gb, where gb�50 T3 mW/K cm2 is the bound-
ary conductance.24 Estimated corrections to the raw G are
�3% so none were made.

Low stress Si–N was grown on both sides of a �100� Si
wafer by low pressure chemical vapor deposition at the UC
Berkeley Microfabrication Laboratory.13 The 1 �m Au films
with 5 nm Mo adhesion layers were deposited by e-beam
evaporation and patterned by liftoff. The 1 �m Pt films with

5 nm Ti adhesion layers were deposited by sputtering and
patterned by etching in aqua regia. The Si was etched from
the back side using KOH to leave free standing membranes.
The Si–N ring on sample D2 was etched into radial spokes
by a SF6 plasma. Individual spokes are �5 �m wide, sepa-
rated by spaces �5 �m wide. The cubes of NTD Ge, with
leads attached, were glued to the metal using Ag epoxy. The
leads were bent, to relieve strain during thermal contraction,
and glued to contact pads with Ag epoxy. We glued submi-
cron sized Ag particles to the backside of sample C1 to pro-
duce C2 by dispersing ground, cured Ag epoxy in acetone,
transferring drops to the membrane and allowing the solvent
to evaporate after each drop. In this way a haze was pro-
duced that was visible through the ring on the front side. A
scanning electron microscope was used to determine that the
particle diameters were �100 nm and the density was �10
particles/�m2.

The measured values of G for the samples described in
Table I are shown in Fig. 1. We divide by the numerical
factor A/�R given in Table I to obtain values of the effective
thermal conductivity, �eff . We then compute an effective
mean free path l eff�3 �eff /cvs using the bulk specific
heat25 c�0.58 T3 �J/K cm3, which is compatible with the
Debye model and sound velocities for Si–N membranes.13

When surface scattering is important, values of l eff ob-
tained in this way are a lower limit to the l determined by
bulk scattering.

At our highest temperatures, 4�T�6 K, we find com-
parable values of �eff for all samples which are consistent
with those of thick samples of other amorphous materials.
Values of l eff are �t . We conclude that bulk scattering
dominates for T�4 K. At lower temperatures, l eff be-
comes 10–100 times larger than t clearly indicating the im-
portance of surface scattering. For example, our l eff is �3
times larger than that of bulk amorphous SiO2 at 4 K, but
rises less rapidly with decreasing temperature since surface
scattering begins to dominate.

In Fig. 1, we compare measured values of G(T) with the
specular and Casimir limits of surface scattering. The values
for bare membranes A , B , C1 , and D1 all approach the
specular limit for T�0.2 K where �d becomes very large.
There are small, reproducible differences in G/A at interme-
diate temperatures which may be due to unintentional sur-
face contamination. Sample C1 was measured bare, and then
remeasured as C2 after Ag particles were deposited. Below 4
K, these data unambiguously show that G is reduced by
changes in the membrane surface. If bulk diffusion was
dominant, addition of material on the surface would provide
a parallel heat flow path and increase G . This result was

TABLE I. Dimensions and properties of several membranes.

t R A A/�R Membrane
Sample �m mm cm2 cm condition

A 0.85 0.9 4.8�10�5 2.7�10�3 bare
B 0.85 0.9 4.8�10�5 2.7�10�3 bare
C1 0.79 0.9 4.5�10�5 2.5�10�3 bare
C2 0.79 0.9 4.5�10�5 2.5�10�3 Ag particles
D1 1.02 1.9 12�10�5 6.4�10�3 bare
D2 1.02 1.9 6.1�10�5 3.2�10�3 spokes

FIG. 1. The measured thermal conductance as a function of temperature of
six membranes plotted on a log-log scale. Sets of values of G have been
multiplied by 104 and 108 to separate them for clarity. The specular limit,
plotted as a solid line is a good fit to the low temperature data on bare
membranes A , B , C1 , and D1. The Casimir limit plotted as a dashed line
lies below the data for all membranes. The sample configuration is shown in
the inset. The isothermal metallized disk a has thermometer b and heater c
attached. Together with metallized region d , it defines the measured Si–N
ring. The free standing Si–N membrane �inside the dashed line� is supported
by a Si picture frame e . The thermometer and heater lead wires are anchored
to insulated contact pads.
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confirmed by removing Ag particles on another membrane
by plasma etching and observing that G increased and by
evaporating a 10 nm thick Au film on a membrane which
caused G to decrease.

The spoked sample D2 is compared with a nominally
identical sample with a continuous membrane. The cross sec-
tion A is a factor of 2 smaller for D2 due to the removal of
material between the spokes but G has been reduced by a
factor as large as 10. This result is consistent with an obser-
vation in the literature of a surprisingly small G in long,
narrow, micromachined Si–N strips.2

The Casimir limit for D2 is obtained from the approxi-
mation ���A/�R which is valid for an individual spoke
where �A/�R�1. For the other samples, the aspect ratio,
R/t�1, is large so the value of � is obtained using an ex-
pression in Wyebourne et al.15,26 The Casimir limit is not
reached in any of our samples or in crystalline Si membranes
with thicknesses of several microns measured by others.12

However, the Casimir limit was reached in crystalline Si
with thicknesses of a few millimeters by sandblasting the
surface which produces microcracks.10 One explanation of
why complete diffuse scattering has not been seen in mem-
branes is that the size of surface cracks must be
� �d �75/T nm to effectively scatter phonons. Below 1 K,
�d approaches t . Therefore, the scattering centers must be
comparable in size to t to produce complete diffuse phonon
scattering. Microcracks with dimensions of order t would
probably cause a membrane to break. Our Ag particle scat-
tering centers were small compared with t .

We have studied the thermal transport in low stress sili-
con nitride membranes at temperatures 0.06�T�6 K and as
a function of surface condition. Bulk phonon scattering
dominates above 4 K. Below 4 K specular and diffuse pho-
non surface scattering must be considered. Diffuse surface
scattering was produced both by surface contamination and
by micromachining long narrow features as are required in
many device applications.
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